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MARY BAKER EDDY AND THE STOUGHTON YEARS
there were "trials
as well as triumphs"
DURING THE YEARS immediately following her discovery of Christian Science,
Mary Baker Eddy moved from place to
place in search of an atmosphere conducive to her earnest study of the Scriptures, the writing of her first manuscripts,
and endeavors at teaching her new system
of healing. When she arrived at Stoughton,
Massachusetts in the early autumn of
1868, she thought she had found such a
place in the home of Alanson and Sally
Wentworth. Up to that time she had been
a guest in many homes and rooming
houses. Dllilrig one on ese early years
she moved eight times.
Mrs . Eddy , it will be remembered , was
on her way to a Good Templars meeting
in Lynn , Massachusetts on Thursday evening, February 1, 1866 when she slipped
and fell on the ice, causing internal injuries
which were expected to be fatal. Three
days later her healin_g occurred after reading the Bible.
The next three years were spent in
prayer, meditation and searching of the
Scriptures, but shortly after her healing
she found herself alone and with little financial support. The home in which she
boarded (23 Paradise Road) in Swampscott was put up for sale and she found it
necessary to move .
Her sister , Abigail, offered her income
and a house near her own in Sanbornton
Bridge (now Tilton), New Hampshire if
she would give up her ideas about God
and the system of healing she had discovered. She would not agree to this, but
instead spertt the summer months of
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Knowing of Mrs . Eddy's presence at
the Crafts home, Sally Wentworth brought
her daughter, Celia, to be treated for an
illness. Mrs. Eddy helped the girl and
apparently made an immediate impression on Mrs . Wentworth, for the latter
soon invited her to come and live with
them.
Mrs . Eddy did not accept the invitation immediately, but apparently did accompany the Crafts on several visits to
the Wentworth home . Of the first of these
visits, Lucy Wentworth, another daughter,
wrote years later: " She was a woman
with a fine personality and quickly made
friends. When Hiram Crafts brought her
-LCU__.!..lUL-'-ll-'""-""-" , w jus
elLas...iLan_angeL
had come into our home ."
Mary Baker Eddy as she looked in the late
After a winter in Avon with the Crafts,
1860's.
during which time Mr. Crafts was pre1866 with various friends in the Lynnparing to practise mental healing, Mrs.
Swampscott area. She boarded with Mr.
Eddy moved with them to the neighborand Mrs. George D. Clark of 31 Summer
ing town of Taunton. They secured rooms
Street and frequently visited with other
on the second floor of a red brick buildfriends .
ing at 80-86 Main Street across from the
While living with the Clarks, she met
city hall. There Mr. Crafts opened an ofMr. and Mrs. Hiram Crafts of Avon (then
fice and advertised himself as a practitionEast Stoughton), Massachusetts. Mr . Crafts
er of mental healing. With Mrs . Eddy's
was a heel finisher who had gone to Lynn
encouragement and guidance , __ he soon
to work in the shoe factories for the winproved himself a worthy pupil, effecting
ter. However, he became so absorbed
a sufficient number of cures to give up
with the subject of Mind Science that
his shoemaking trade entirely.
he decided to go to Avon to practise it,
But there were strained relations in the
and invited Mrs. Eddy to accompany
household, caused partly by the fact that
him and his wife. In November of 1866
Mrs . Crafts was a spiritualist and resisted
Mrs. Eddy brought her own furnishings
Mrs. Eddy's teachings. She also comto their home on Pond Street and taught
plained that the religious instruction her
Mr. Crafts, her first student, her system
husband was receiving was insufficient
of healing in exchange for board and
recompense for the cost of board and
room.
room .
It was during her stay with the Crafts
This unhappy situation necessitated
that Mrs. Eddy met Mr. and Mrs. Wentanother move, this time to the quaint
worth. Alanson Wentworth, like Hiram
town of Amesbury, north of Boston, to
Crafts, was a farmer and shoemaker with
the home of Mrs . Nathaniel Webster ,
a little shoe shop near the Wentworth
where Mrs. Eddy stayed through the
house .
winter and the following spring. She had
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The Mary Baker Eddy Historic House at Stoughton is a simple New England farm home,
more than a century old.

to leave there when Mrs . Webster's son,
who was unsympathetic with her teaching,
returned home and objected to her being
in the house. But she didn't have to move
far, for just a few doors away, at 277
Main Street, she found an understanding
friend as well as a haven to which she
was to return more than a year later. Her
hostess, Miss Sarah Bagley, listened with
a kind heart to the story of Mrs. Eddy's
wanderings and opened her home to her.
After staying for a short time with
Miss Bagley, Mrs. Eddy accepted an invitation from Sally Wentworth to return
to the Stoughton area to live with her
and teach her the new healing method.
This quiet community some eighteen miles
south of Boston was an important center
of the boot and shoe industry.
When Mrs. Eddy joined the Wentworth
household in September of 1868 it consisted of Sally and Alanson; their two
daughters, Celia and Lucy; and a son,

The little shoe shop helped provide a living for the
Wentworth family.

Charles. Horace, the eldest son, was married and lived a short distance from the
family home. Alanson, the father , made
a living by farming and shoemaking, but
was frequently unable to work because of
illness.
Lucy Wentworth later described Mrs.
Eddy as "a lonely woman past her prime
who at the time had seen much of life . In
appearance she was very straight of figure ,
a little above the average in height, with
shoulders rather broad for her small
waist , small hands and feet , dark brown
hair and gray eyes with a faraway look
in them , that were very expressive , and
under excitement seemed darker than
they really were . . . .
"Her wardrobe at the time consisted
of a black and white plaid , also a few
morning dresses . Her one best black dress
was of very fine material, made after the
fashion of that day and trimmed w"ith
narrow silk velvet ribbon. She kept her
clothes very carefully. It made no difference what she wore, there always seemed
to be a certain style about her. Her walk
was different from any other person , a
sort of graceful glide. Many times to
please me she would wear my ring and let
me wear her pearl one, which to me was
a great favor."
Although Mrs. Eddy frequently mixed
with the family , she spent most of her
time in her room, studying and writing.
Her impelling motive was to fully understand and explain the science underlyihg
her healing. She was a diligent writerI ,
persistently altering and refining her work
to express correctly her awakening con-

cepts. Rut it was not simply a matter of
putting down words as they occurred to
her. As with any writer , she studied , amplified, edited , and rewrote her manuscripts endlessly.
Because of countless revisions, it is difficult to determine exactly what manuscripts she was working on while in
Stoughton, or to what degree of completion she had brought them. There is reason to believe, however , that she had wit·h
her, or was working on, three distinct
documents.
Mrs. Eddy had been engaged for some
time in writing down her ideas of the
spiritual significance of the Scriptures.
This was one of her major tasks while in
Stoughton , and the Wentworths referred
to her manuscripts as "Mrs. Glover' s
Bible ." She later said these Scriptural
comments laid the foundation for Science
and Health, which was published some
six years later. Mrs. Eddy' s other writings
centered mainly on a manuscript which
was to become her first copyrighted work,
"The Science of Man ." Apparently , she
brought her work, which was first called
"Science of Soul" to some degree of
completion while at Stoughton.
Mrs . Eddy felt it of utmost importance to prove the efficacy of her system
of mental healing before fully publicizing
it. That she did this is evidenced in an
account of a number of healings she
brought about during the Stoughton years.
She healed James Ingham or serious pulmonary difficulties, a healing to which
he wholeheartedly testified. Among

(continued on page 152)

Lucy Wentworth
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THE OLD
SHOE SHOP
A SMALL WHITE BUILDING that stands
close to the Mary Baker Eddy House at
Stoughton , Massachusetts is one of the
few surviving examples of tiny shoemaking shops that were once so important
to farm and village life and were forerunners of the huge shoe industry in New
England. This shop is open to the public
on the same schedule as the Historic
House itself.
In the middle 1800' s there were hundreds of these backyard shops where
farmers, fishermen and others plied the
shoemaker's trade during the winter
months. They were called "12 by J 2's"
because most of them were about these
dimensions, a size that was economical to
build and to heat with a wood burning
stove. They could accommodate two or
three shoemakers working from dawn to
dusk , fashioning shoes from rough leather
to finished products. Such shops turned
out millions of shoes. There were 34 such
shoe shops in Stoughton in the early
1800's.
- - - The
anson entwort
ami y , Wit
whom Mrs. Eddy lived during some portions of the years 1868 to 1870, were
primarily farmers but , like many others,
Mr. Wentworth supplemented his farm
income between harvest time and spring
planting by working as a shoemaker.
When you step into this modest little
workshop you can imagine Mr. Wentworth
and his son Horace , and possibly one or
two other workmen to whom he may have
rented space, talking about the politics of
the day ; arguing religion (one of Mr.
Wentworth' s favorite pastimes) ;conversing
about the weather ; and discussing typical
news of a small rural town: the new kind
of fertilizer that was being brought in from
Peru, plans by a neighbor to build a new
barn , talk of a new tannery , or the price
of oats and corn, horsehide and calfskin.
Aside from the wood stove , which radiated a pleasant warmth on the cold days
of midwinter, the only furnishings in the
shop were the shoemakers' seats or benches on which they sat close to the floor
with legs outstretched, their fingers and
hands busy cutting, pounding, punching,
trimming and sewing leather. In winter' s
fading light they worked by the aid of

The interior of the shoe shop.

candles or oil lamps. An old account says
that the shoemakers placed their benches
as near as possible to the stove, often
wearing knee boards to protect their legs
from the heat. A shoemaker's shop smelled
strongly of leather; shoes were made of
sheepskin, calfskin, hog skins and horsehide .
Benches were usually slotted to hold
various tools and had drawers for small
Items sue as pegs an tac s.
e co bier' s bench at the Stoughton house dates
from the early J 800's and, as evidenced
by its worn surface and numerous scars,
has seen much use .
The shop was probably well cluttered
with a variety of wooden lasts for shoes
and forms for boots. A number of these
are on display at Stoughton. These authentic items, well over a century old,
were acquired from a museum on Long
Island, New York.
When farmer Wentworth plied this
trade he was using tools little changed
from the days of medieval England or
even ancient Rome. He employed the awl,
knives, scraper , pincer , hammer, and a
rubber stick for finishing heels and edges.
Some of these are on display at Stoughton, too. The Kimball last, which made it
possible to make left and right shoes, was
not introduced until the 1850's. Even up
to the 1850's shoes were made on straight
lasts, with no left or right shoes, and with
but two widths to a size. Getting a shoe
to fit and wear comfortably involved a
breaking-in process during which the wearer rotated the shoes so they would adjust
to each foot.

Until 1845, when a machine was invented for pounding leather, all shoemaking operations were done by hand. Another major improvement came along in
1846 when Elias Howe invented the sewing machine. Further mechanization came
in 1854 with the Davey pegging machine,
which fastened the sole to the upper part
of the shoe with wooden pegs and enabled
an operator to peg as many as 600 pairs a
day compared to the very few which a
worker could do by hand in a day's time.
By the 1850's the "12 by 12's" began
to give way to small shoe factories. Mechanization was of course the reason.
In 1858, Lyman Blake invented a
machine to sew the soles of shoes to the
uppers. This invention was further perfected by Gordon McKay, who conceived
the idea of renting or leasing machinery
to small shops so they could enjoy the
benefits of mechanization without large
capital investments. These developments
in machinery, plus McKay's system for
leasing machinery, spurred the development of large shoe factories that soon
made New England the shoe capital of
America and one of the principal shoemaking centers of the world . Both Stoughton and Lynn figured prominently in the
shoemaking industry, with shoe factories
as well as tanneries and rubber factories.
The Wentworth house is believed to
have been built about 1840, and the shoemaking shop was probably in existence
well before the Civil War, although it
may then have stood beside a large barn
on the other side of the road. This is indicated by a painting of the Wentworth
place on exhibit at the Mary Baker Eddy
Museum.
The shop is a quaint remnant of vanishing Americana . In this age of ease and
convenience, it is a useful reminder of the
hard work and often monotonous routine
which accompanied the task of making a
living and providing the necessities of life
just a century ago .
John Bunker

VISITORS WELCOME

The Mary Baker Eddy Historic House at
Stoughton is easily reached by using routes
128 and 24 to exit 27-W from Boston. The
house is open daily from 1 to 4 p.m., May 1
to October 31 . Closed Mondays and national
holidays.
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(continued from page 150)
others, she healed John Scott, who was
suffering from enteritis and had been
given up by his physicians. The healing
took place within a few hours.
In addition to her study, writing, and
healing, another phase of Mrs. Eddy's
work at Stoughton was teaching. When
she first began teaching Mrs. Wentworth
her system of metaphysical healing, an
arrangement was made whereby Mrs.
Eddy should receive a small percentage
of the income from Mrs. Wentworth's
practice as well as room and board. Sally
was apparently successful, for she told
Mrs. Eddy later that she had earned $50
a week from her practice. Mrs. Eddy did
not, however, receive any financial compensation from either Mrs. Wentworth or
her first student, Hiram Crafts.
The Wentworths were a happy, gregarious family, and found their entertainment together, playing games and singing. All had good voices and loved to sing.
Mrs. Eddy entered wholeheartedly into
the family discussions and amusements.
Her favorite songs while there were "Speed
Away" and "Star of the Twilight."
Mrs. Eddy especially enjoyed the society of young people. In the evening
when her work was done she frequently
invited the younger Wentworth children
and some of their neighborhood friends
into her room to read, talk, or play games.
Of these occasions Lucy Wentworth said:

·This section of the parlor has a picture of Mrs.
Wentworth.
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"After she had worked for hours she
always relaxed and threw off her seriousness. Then she would admit us, my
brother Charles and me, and sometimes
a school friend of Charles's. The boys
would romp in her room sometimes rather boisterously, but she never seemed to
mind it."
William Scott, a school friend of
Charles', recalled that as often as two or
three nights a week he visited Mrs. Eddy
with other young people in the town.
"We were in the habit of visiting her to
listen to her talks," he said, "for even
then she was rega_rded by those who
knew her as a wonderful woman. She was
loved and respected by all who knew her.
Some of the rn'ost pleasant recollections
of my youthful days center in that' little
room at the Wentworth's."
Mrs. Eddy endeared herself to the
children, entering heartily into their games
of checkers, backgammon, cards, or hunt
the thimble. Lucy developed a deep and
enduring attachment for Mrs. Eddy and
became her constant companion when
her work for the day was finished. "I
loved her because she made me love her."
Lucy said. "She was beautiful and had a
good influence over me .... We read good
books and talked of spiritual th~ngs. She
loved nature; she was cultivated and wellbred. Her manners seemed to me so beautifu-l that I imitated her in everything."
Despite the pleasant episodes, Mrs.
Eddy's stay in Stoughton was fast coming
to a close. Horace Wentworth openly
resented her being there and made fun of
her teachings, an attitude which led to a
very strained family relationship. Mr.
Wentworth also seemed to resent his
wife's involvement in healing work, an
additional strain on household harmony.
An opportunity to leave this tensing
atmosphere came when Mrs. Eddy received
a letter from Sarah Bagley inviting her to
return to the pleasant ho~e in Amesbury.
She accepted the invitation and left the
Wentworth home under mutually pleasant
terms. Mr. Wentworth took her to the
train, found a seat for her in the coach,
and expressed regret at her leaving. ·

Alanson Wentworth

Although Mary Baker Eddy's greatest
work still lay a~ead of her when she left
Stoughton and returned to Amesbury in
the spring of 1870, much of her foundation work had already been completed.
She had diligently studied the Scriptures
in search of the answers as to how she
had been healed in 1866. She became
convinced that all physical efft<cts could
be traced to mental capses and wrote
down all her conclusi_9ns, which she said
were achieved through logical reasoning,
revelation and her own demonstration . In
attempting to teach her system of mental
healing to others, she discovered a great
deal about how her ideas would be accepted.
Mrs. Eddy experienced trials as well as
triumphs during her Stoughton years,
which served to strengthen her for the
ever greater challenges ahead during the
next forty years in publishing her textbook, forming her church, and establishing a worldwide religion.
KENNETH HUFFORD

This article is a condensation of "Mary
Baker Eddy and the Stoughton Years. "
It retains the Hufford text except for a
few word changes to facilitate paragraph
transitions. Essentially, the text is unchanged.
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